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 With a prescriptive method of securing second-act careers which are versatile, fulfilling, and fun,
this book offers a wide variety of income-generating examples and also exercises to clarify your
life style goals and assist you to plan for the next move.s profession.RETHINK YOUR RETIREMENT
For many people, retirement is not any much longer a trifecta of golfing, grandkids, and
gardening—it’s a chance for new pursuits that involve both earning income and exploring
personal passions.retirement age group” Second-Act Careers displays how to develop a
profitable and meaningful semi-retirement on your own terms and in your own way. If you’ but
desire to continue functioning—whether to health supplement your income or even to stay
mentally and physically dynamic— These second works range from the traditional (part-time work,
consulting) to newer Internet-based options (teaching on-line, writing a blog page).veteran
career coach Nancy Collamer displays how to identify your preferred interests and expertise and
repackage them into more than fifty methods to earn income.A career guideline that rethinks the
golden years, this handbook offers 50+ income models for creating flexible, fulfilling, and
profitable work during the encore stage of one’re planning retirement or already in “
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If you need assist in sorting through all of the possibilities of a second act carer, go through this
book! Nancy Collamer understands the new world we live in. There are many way to make
money from just about anywhere in today's world. The problem is understanding what exactly
are all your options. Nancy has created a book that walks you through the brand new world of
making money and developing a portfolio career.This book complements a great many other
books out there including The Encore Profession Handbook: Steps to make a Living and a notable
difference in the next Half of Existence,Great Jobs for Everyone 50+: Finding Function That Keeps
You Happy and Healthy ... And Pays the Bills  This book would be OK if it had been your first look
into options for the next journey... Problem I've found that there is hardly any original believed,
most authors are repeating the same suggestions presented by others.' moments but it did
provide me with some equipment to begin with my research. However, there are more extensive
lists. This publication is most useful for idea era and for the self-evaluation exercises at the back.
review The book was ok, but did not go comprehensive on any of the careers or jobs she
discussed Simply the book I have already been looking for Thanks Nancy for writing this
book.Second-Act Professions: 50+ Methods to Benefit from Your Passions During Semi-
Retirement It might be useful to some people We didn't see a lot of original tips here. It may be
useful to some people, but not if you ask me. Good book worth reading for those who don't want
to sit home ! Very useful book and worth enough time to go through. A tiny gloss on the
education, tutoring side, as most states do want train credentials aswell, not as easy since it
appears to imply. I have 4 degrees and 30 yrs in prof. I read Nancy's book prior to retiring from
full-time function and actually appreciated her food for thought and her practical advice and
ideas.  I read this book and it really made me think about lots of things, that I never would have
considered. I changed my career many times when reading the book. I have selected a fresh
career, one that suits my life style when I semi-retire. OK publication, few if any first ideas.and
my book [.]Marc MillerCareer Pivot Ideal for idea generation Thorough, for what it was.. A good
book to start with. This is actually the same. Solid guidance. While skimming several books to
greatly help me figure out what I wish to do "when I grow up" I discovered this book. This
publication didn't provide any 'a-ha! I like the easy to read and follow assistance and Collamer
gives several suggestions under each profession field or area to think about. Quietly purposeful
and useful - this is among the best books I've continue reading the subject. It is a good reserve to
turn to for some ideas- you can find websites included for the reader to peruse. Out of several
books I purchased for research, I make reference to this one frequently.. In addition to content
there are a great number of different resources that have been included to assist you continue
your investigation in what you wish to pursue. Lots of information, well organized. Her insights
were actually great In case you have an idea of what you want . My expectations for this book
were higher than what I found when actually reading it... Very insightful with loads of
information for the senior years if you do not want to just take a seat on the verandah all day
long. Great tips and direction.. Why difficulty to use to determine what you would prefer to do
when you have no idea therefore to be fair the book delivers for those who have a simple
premise for your next act. A valuable resource Extremely ideal for anyone contemplating
retirement. field - no responses. Five Stars Excellent book Very insightful with plenty of
information for the senior years . Quick reading, informative Great resource for those folks at
career crossroad Must read for those looking at their second act I rated this publication as a 5
superstar because the writer has provided good articles to help you consider your second act..
Her insights were in fact great IF you have an idea of what you want to do. Quietly purposeful
and helpful Absolutely brilliant. For instance, if you were a teacher as I was, she provides



suggestions in the online arena in addition to local colleges, non earnings, consulting and
corporate schooling. No matter what age you are or what stage of lifestyle or career you're at,
that is an excellent way to make the next chapter of your existence meaningful and truly, really
excellent!
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